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The propagation of obliquely incident p-polarized laser radiation
through a laser plasma with a density profile steepening in the domain of the
critical point is considered. Such a density profile seems to be a long term
profile in a laser produced plasma / I / . It is shown that the structure of the
laser radiation electric field is significantly changed in reference to Ginz-
burg's treatment / 2 / . In the case of tctal absorption of the laser radiation
/ 3 / a simple expression for the electric field is obtained. The effects of such
a new structure of the electric field on the generation of suprathermal parti-
cles, harmonics and magnetic fields is considered. It is shown that in this
field, ions (due to the ponderomotive force) could be accelerated up to the
energies of the order of 10 keV. It is also shown that such a structure of the
electric field significantly affects generation of magnetic fields (by the p-
component of the laser radiation electric field / 4 / ) in plasma, finally, it
is shown that due to the density profile steepening a direct transformation
(as a consequence of parametric instability) of laser radiation into "%"
harmonic takes place. "~

1. INTRODUCTION (Laser produced plasma)

Laser radiation-plasma interaction attracts much attention mainly
due to the possibility of succesful use of laser radiation in fusion experiments
/ 5 / . Intense laser radiation, focused in spherical symmetry onto a deuterium-
tritium (DT) pellet is expected to heat D-T matter to fusion temperatures
(Ti <v 10 keV) within a few monoseconds before the hot plasma blows apart.

j l phenomena in laser-fusion plasma interaction could be divided
into two general groups. The first one relates to the absorptive processes
which lead to the transfer of laser radiation energy to plasma collective
modes and consequently to plasma heating, while the second one relates to
the processes by which the laser energy is lost. The latter phenomena are
generation of suprathermal plasma particles, generation of laser radiation
harmonics and generation of magnetic fields. In this paper the above listed
phenomena are considered in presence of a density profile steepening in
the domain of critical point. In short, the evolution of laser produced plas-
ma density profile could be described as follows : •for large laser radiation
irradianc« /(,/ (DJ>5H0W Wlttlf Wx~ ) and for oblique incidence in the do-
main of critical point a significant ponderomotive force arises which induces
the appearence of cavities / 7 / . The dimensions of the cavity are approxima-
tively "Xo ~ *gç and the time interval needed for its appearence A i a ~ ^2-
v/here V;, is the averaged velocity of the accelerated ions by the ponderomotive
force. After the appearence of the cavity, the density perturbation convects
away with the expanging plasma (the plasma velocity Vp(, could be subsonic,
sonic CR supersonic depending upon the laser jrradiance and the dimensions
of the target / 5 / . The cavity is then replaced by a more characteristic long
term profile with density steepening in the domain of the critical point (Fig. 1) .
The time of growth of the density jump is approximative^ At<j ~ -reg
where Vffc is density gradient scale length in the domain of the criticarpoint.
For Nd-laser of jrradiance I -v, \(fi 3§-j» , £, takes to a value of £~ jn. f5"
/I/,
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Fig. 1

In the description of the phenomena, in what follows, the crucial role will
be played by the so-caled leaking surface waves / 8 / . They appear to be
eigenmodes of the plasma with strong inhomogeneity in the critical point
(Fig. l , c ) . If the distance between the quasiclassical reflection point and
the resonance region is sufficiently large. The main characteristic of these
waves is that their damping is partly caused by energy loss due to radiation
("leaking") into the transparent region / 8 / .



2. LEAKING SURFACE WAVES

Dispersion relation for leaking surfice waves (LSW) were obtained
considering propagation of self-consistent electromagnetic field in a plasma
with density profile shown in Fig. 2. For the description of the propagation,
a known equation for the B-component of the EM field:

Jt CL J o *•! 12- 0

(A O 1 CAfc- CAO -J- n. /"->

is used. This equation (1) can be
solved in regions 1 and 3 (Fig. 2)
by use of WKB method and in region
2 under the assumption that the va-

riation of the B-cpmponent is small
at distance ^., Bg lL^O .Then
by matching the solutions at points
Z.=2:O- t = O and l=-CO> for the
dispersion relation of the leaking
surface waves the following expre-
ssion is obtained :

The frequency of leaking surface waves could be obtained form (2) putting
R e D = 0 . T h e n i f X £ ) l

1

2 .

fte)

(2)

Here Ç i s the wave vector of the leaking surfg.ee waves perpendicular to the
density gradient and

'V--K,,—3- tCA!v,*j . ( 3 )

The reflecting point ï=lzo and the ÛIHTICAL. point t='îfc, are defined by
=O and £ftci= O. In ( 2) we used a Plemelj relation

(4)£. -̂
112

((̂ ife.fdependence of the leaking surfice waves is shown in Fig. 3. Leaking zone
of Fig. 3 corresponds to the zone

-i/i^.^.^0 iN THE F l G - 2 .
Note that the existance of the leaking
surfcce waves (5) strongly depends
on the conditions GLL(O.) T O and
le^CU^i. . If they are not satisfied

LSW degenerate to ordinary Langmuir
surface waves / 9 / . The main charac-
teristic of LSW with respect to the

ordinary Langmuir surface waves or Langmuir waves is the existence of the
third Chanel of linear dissipation-leaking into the transparent region. The
other two chanels are due to collisions and convection of waves.Imaginary
part of ( 2 )çdescribing "leaking" dissipation is givgn by:

(6)

The structure of the LSW electric field is shown in Fig. 4 /S/. Amplification
^ ' of electric field at Z=2c. is connected to the

plasma resonance E.BSIOH £.(.^|ît) = O.
For £.^2e>the jield amplitude is nearly
constant and it defines the "leaking" power
flux.

Fig, 4

3. LINEAR CONVERSION OF LASER RADIATION
INTO LEAKING SURFACE WAVES

At the beginning ol this section let us note that under a density pro-
file steepening the thresholds for parametric decay and the oscillating two-
stream instabilities are significantly enhanced so that the dominant absor-
ption mechanism appears to be linear conversion of incident laser radiation.

The structure of the p-component of laser radiation propagating
through the plasma (Fig. l , c ) at angle 0 could be studied trough the mag-
netic B-component of laser radiation WITH USF OF Ei(l)=Et>= ^ ^ W )
The problem of laser radiation propagation trough region o l
(Fig. 2. ) is solved under the assumption that the length "a" of strong den-



sity variation is much shorter than the variation length scale of magnetic
field. Then, the following dispersion relation desribing the propagation of
p-polarized laser radiation through the domain O -* Z -^ o , ( Fig. 2. )

, (7)
iWCTfcfe) i s dielectric permitivity of a cold,

-iiSprlS) • Relation (7) is obtained
u,,ut. -.I= uoo>*»..F«™ -g—1—g- ^ . j ^ and represents the dispersion rela-
tion of the leaking sur&ce waves (see SEC.(2)).

The propagation of laser radiation through the region of weak in-
homogeneity (regions n , III and V), (Fig. l ,c ) is considered by the use of
the quasiclassical (WKB) method avoiding the singular point of the field at
i = é© where "Xi^^j=O. By matching the solutions, the following expression

for the magnetic field (B) in the region of the density jump

fc-*- *•—I— i v ° 2-i (e)

At this angle o£ incidence p-component oî electric field takes the formt

is obtained. Here,
collisionless plasma and
under the assumption ^

is obtained. Here B is the amplitude of the magnetic component of laser
radiation field in vacuum

The maximum amplitude of the magnetic field is reached if
•0 a.)

(9 )

(10)

is satisfied. The expression (10) represents the condition for resonance of
the incident radiation with "leaking" surface waves, while (40b) imposes a
nscesity that the dissipative damping of leaking surfice waves due to linear
transformation in local plasma waves and due to collisions is fully compen-
sated by the radiation inflow. If ( 10) is satisfied, a total absorption of the
incident laser radiation in the region of critical point takes place / 1 0 / . From
the relation ( 10) the angle of incidence &o a t which we have the maximum
amplification of p-component of electric field in the domain of critical point
is obtained t

Sflfc,o £,4 ££ ) , \at

Here E is the free space value of the electric field and ̂ e^is the effective
collision frequency defined by the dominant dissipative processes at the cri-
tical point (collisions or convection of Langmuir waves into the transparent
region): 3e{{ = tuo^c (\>eX l U30 (_ *fè) A \ •

4. GENERATION OF SUPRATHEEMAL PARTICLES

From ( 12) it is evident that the maximum amplitude of the electric
field is increased if the density gradient is increased in the region of the
strong inhomogeneity if it's dissipation is defined by electron-ion collision,

. For large enough density jumps such that,

U to = «f Tk 7$i 3 i U) (VC
is satisfied, the dissipation of the electric field energy in the domain of plas-
ma resonance (critical point) i s defined by the convection of Langmuir waves.
In ( 13)Tê_is the electron temperature in keV, ?Vothe wavelength of the inci-
dent laser radiation in jU.m and -h. the ion charge. If convection is the main
dissipative process, then (/_

(14)

decreases with the steepening of density profile. Finally, it could be concluded
that Ej rufc^surpasses the corresponding quantity in the case of weak inhomo-
geneity1 Evuo^- j & ^ f r • & * , if C> to ^K). In that
way, the existance otdensity profile steepening affects essentially the distribu-
tion of the electromagnetic field in a plasma.

The problem of acceleration of plasma particles, will be considered
in the frame oî Silin's model / l l / . According to this model, based on pressure
balance, we have:

f ^ U ^ y (15)
HereEjfe^is the electric field intensity in the critical point,Vo(^ lONvelocity (as
well as electron velocity due to the ambipolar attraction) at point î^and XTe.
thê  thermal pressure. Note that for relatively Weak intensities of electric field
€ % ^ ^<i U/K."Ie., -this model is not applicable and that equation (15) is va-

lid just for the stationary state which is reached in the time interval Ats(~(5Jv£-
If the electric Held pressure of the laser radiation in the domain of the critical
point is much stronger than the thermal pressure, from (45) for the maximum
ion velocity the following expression could be obtained :
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If the free space amplifude E^ is rather strong, the time of growth of electric
field I
thei

d (E^IMOCX) Aia~ ;£ja»oulcl be comparable with the dissplacement time of
ions Ai; >v -?— . In tnat case for SJaot1^ <T— could be used so that,

We shall consider an action of p-polarized laser radiation in the

The expression ( 17) is to be considered as a limiting value for \\, when density
profile steepening and displacement of ions must be considered as simultaneous
processes. It is also to be noted that expression ( 14) is obtained in the frame
of linear theory with respect to the free space amplitude E . Nonlinear treat-
ment, when decay and oscillating two-stream instabilities appear is adequate,
however, for extremely high E , because the strong inhomogeneity significantly
affects the instabilities tresholâ / 1 2 / .

A uniform intensity of the electric field of the laser radiation over
the whole focal spot is considered, i . e . , spatial-temporal evolution of the la-
ser radiation is neglected /13A Also, only very short laser pulses are taken
into account, as long pulses (Yls duration) cannot effectively accelerate a noti-
ceable portion of the ions to suprathermal velocities /14 / . Then, for the total
number of accelerated ions and for the energy of maximally accelerated ions it
could be written approximately as :

(18)

Here,%. is the particle density of ions and S = ( ^ O o l (Re-curvature
radius of the target) is the surface from which emission of accelerated ions
takes place. For Nd glass laser of irradiance3j\.(o"^gïand electron temperçt-
ture T e A l b&V , values of the order of 10 keV aro obtained for 2^ . For dTfU,~
1012 ions per focal spot with a,radius o£ 100 m could be obtained. The time
of acceleration is Atacc" - "7e?J- *n conclusion it is to be noted that accelera-

occurs l
7eJ

tion of ions considered here occurs after a time interval —^—
Mtt,

when a more characteristic long-term profile with a large density gradient
is built up. So, in a laser produced plasma /^additional enhancement of the
total number of accelerated ions is to be expected due to this effect.

5. LINEAR GENERATION OF MAGNETIC FIELDS

Theory of generation of quasistationary magnetic fields by p-pola-
rized laser radiation is given in / 1 5 / . However ref. / 1 5 / does not include in
consideration existance of density profile steepening in the domain of critical
point and total absorption of laser radiation as a consequence of such a densi-
ty profile. In what follows it will be shown that due to density jump in the do-
main of critical point a significant inhancement of generated magnetic field
takes place.

form:

OUplasma with density profile given in Fit). 2. For the description of the
generation process we shall use the following system of equations :

(20)

(21)

Here 11^ Ng are slowly-varying parts of electron density and electron velo-
city and E, B quasistationary electric and magnetic fields, respectively.
SçÀ is the electron-ion collision frequency. An influence of high frequency
field on slowly-varying components is given through a force of radiation pres-
sure F and nonlinear current ^ ..nt ^

(23)

(24)

Here ./...."^> denotes averaging over T = "5J~- As a function of external
electric field (23) and (24) have the form °

(25)

From the system (20-22) and(2$-26) the following equation describing gene-
ration of magnetic fields is obtained :

Here, (o is the plasma conductivity, b~% T}6'-» a n c ' Q» generating term
given by

(27)

E

(28)

i 1ère Ew is_component of electric field normal to the density gradient
(fig. 2.) and E ^ component which is paralel to the density gradient. Un-
der the condition of the total absorption of laser radiation (see Sec. 3) for



the generates, magnetic fields in the domain (Fig. 2)

( 2 9 )

is obtained. Here\/E=i^^-is oscillating velocity of electrons in high-frequen-
cy field. In the point z = z t we have maximum magnetic field given by

(30)

and is 7̂ times ( ifl = ^° *r ( '^yh \ , \ , short inhomogeneity scale
length anduong inhomogeneity scale length) larger than the corresponding
quantity for the plasma without density jump /15/.For Nd-laser of irradiancies
of I = 101 ; l-101 5 -^3.» B reaches values of 10 Me. In the case of stronger
irradiancies enormously mgh magnetic f ieldsare produced as predicted by ( 30) .
However, in this case the retro action of generated magnetic field on the
source as well as nonlinear (parametric) / 1 6 / processes must be taken into
account. The geometry of the generation process is shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5

6. NONLINEAR GENERATION OF LASER RADIATION
SUBHARMONICS IN QUARTER CRITICAL DENSITY

In this section we shall discuss the generation of s{^ harmonics
due to the parametric excitation of two counter propagating leaking surface
waves in the domain of quarter critical density. The steepening of density
profile in this domain could be caused by the development of two-plasmon pa-
rametric turbulence. We shall consider the plasma with density profile s te-
epening in the quarter critical density in interaction with p-polarized obliqu-
ely propagating laser_radiation. The x-component oi the pump electric field
has a form: §((fo]=Ei)t(*) %tVV,(ft)jt — ^o X~) , , t - The z-component is then
given by ET0:l=- T ^ i ^ l j - where lgt=\e£- ^ . £ ÇWo,i) . The
propagation of laser radiation through plasma is described by the following
equation:

The perturbation electric field is given by:

^ U K X - r ï L K o J A ] . (32)

We shall limit ourselves to the Stokes' (Jlrf^l" -A)excitation so that paramet-
ric dispersion relation has the form : «^

Here T is parametric increment, "^ linear damping rates of excited leaking
surface waves, Ex»s the electric field of LSW and

w n e r e J>L^ — (~-r •*--~vj«t_Trt.— --> .̂T»VI*-W ^^-W.^*^^ T^E.— \ ^~ == c_v^*

For the maximum parametric increment ( SZ-£=_S.i> = - S l | 2-1.=So"-' ^
from (32) we obtain:

t (35)

+
= iffa^f— and l/L- -TS—where Eo o is free space amplitude and
i _ . Tho geometry of excitation i s shown in Fig. 6.

The following problem is how to find a
saturation level o£ these parametrically
excited LSW. The excited modes can far-
ther decay into two 0*9~ modes and so
on. Interaction of these modes with in-
coming radiation can bring ^j?~, ^^"
harmonics. Nonlinear theory is in de-
veloping phase and will be published
elsewhere / 1 7 / .

«AM



7. CONCLUSION
From the given presentation it could be seen that density profile

steepening significantly affects "generation" processes in plasma. As first,
the structure of the electric field in plasma is completely different when
compared to Ginzburg's expression. In such a density profile eigen-modes
of plasma are leaking surt&e waves with important characteristic embodied
in presence of "leaking" dissipation. Due to the density profile steepening
the energy of accelerated ions is for the order of magnitude larger than
in the case of Ginzburg's profile. As well, the enhancement of linearly
generated magnetic fields takes place due to the density profile steepening.
Finally, in quarter critical density a direct generation of ^ harmonic is
possible due to the density profile steepening.

In reference to the experiments it must be noted that phenomena
considered in this paper are to be registered after a time period needed for
cavity formation and density steepening, i . e . they are to be registered in
experiments with a high time resolution.
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